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Paranormal Patrol
Group shares experiences exploring the after life
Most neighbors just partner up on yard sales.
These three Clarksville residents started a
business investigating reports of the
paranormal.
The group started doing ghost-hunting trips,
checking out sites rumored to have paranormal
activity, and now the fledgling business they call
Paranormal Patrol even has a potential TV deal
in the works.
Johana Thompson said that for as long as she
can remember, she's experienced things that defied explanation, like
visions, night paralysis and paranormal sightings.
"I believe I am an empath," said Thompson. "For me, this is all about
finding answers, and trying to make sense of it."
Her friend, former neighbor and ghost-hunting colleague Mindy Finney
said she's always been into scary stuff, ever since she lived in one of the
oldest homes in her Georgia hometown of Macon, which she believed was
haunted. Finney believes that she is far from the only person who has an
interest in the paranormal.
"I feel like most people are intrigued," she said.
Thompson agrees: "I think everybody has a genuine curiosity.”
That includes Thompson's fiance Shae Fiser, who rounds out the
Paranormal Patrol trio. Fiser's day job is with the Davidson County Sheriff's
Office, but it's his gig with Paranormal Patrol that most piques his interest.
The group uses various technology, from the spirit box, which sweeps
radio frequencies to provide white noise so paranormal entities can come
through more easily when attempting to communicate; to the SLS camera,
a video monitor that he described as a structured light sensor that picks up
light that can't be seen with the human eye.
They also use what they call a "Boo Bear" to help communicate with the
spirits of children. It's a teddy bear with an electromagnetic field sensor, or
EMF meter, built into it that lights up if it detects a spike in electrical
currents. Rounding out the toolbox: a simple flashlight that they ask spirits
to simply turn on or off to indicate their presence or answer yes or no
questions.
This information originally appeared in a story by The Leaf Chronicle in may 2019.
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Participating Clarksville Locations:
1645 Fort Campbell Blvd
1761 Tiny Town Road

Oct. 16 – Paranormal Patrol
Oct. 23 -- Officer David Bebout,
NVPD, K9, Bomb Squad, Underwater
Rescue
Oct. 30 – NO MEETING
Nov. 6 – Tony Briningstool CEO,
Tennova American Physician
Partners
Nov. 13 – Millard House, CMCSS
Director of Schools
Nov. 19 – High School Basketball
Nov. 27 – NO MEETING
Dec. 4 – Rosanne Legas Sietins, The
Elephant Sanctuary
Dec. 11 – Catherine Meeks
Dec. 18 – Christmas program
Dec. 25 – NO MEETING
Jan. 1 – NO MEETING

Please submit speaker ideas
to Melanie Thompson at
Mthompson@gobbb.org
1st and 3rd Tuesday of the month
The Looking Glass
329 Warfield Blvd.

